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Precision Traffic and Safety Signs Exclusive Distribution  
Agreement with PSI Acquisition, LLC 

 
KNOXVILLE, TN – Precision Traffic and Safety Systems, LLC., a leading distributor of best-in-class 
products and solutions for intersection management, communications and safety for the intelligent 
transportation industry, announced today the signing of an exclusive distribution agreement with PSI 
Acquisition, LLC (PSI) providing the revolutionary UltraPower Stealth (UPStealth) battery back-up 
system.  
 
PSI has developed a solution to the battery back-up problem by introducing an environmentally friendly 
battery panel that can configure to almost any shape and fits inside the existing intersection cabinet not 
typically accessible by lead acid or gel filled products. PSI provide a standard battery panel to fit in the 
unused space between the internal rack and outside shell of a 332/334 and 336S cabinet or a shelf panel 
mounted on the top or underside in a NEMA cabinet. 
 
“PSI is developing some of the most innovative battery back-up products we have seen in the industry 
and are on the cutting edge of solutions for traffic management. Our customers are looking to new 
technology to solve the next generation of traffic management initiatives and PSI is delivering,” stated 
Eric Seabrook, President of Precision Traffic and Safety Systems. 

 “We are thrilled to include Precision Traffic and Safety Systems into our growing distribution network 
and look forward to teaming with them to best serve our customers,” stated Tim Hysell, CEO for PSI.  
“With their fast growing success in the traffic industry, Precision was the clear choice to represent PSI and 
our UPStealth products.” 
 
Precision Traffic and Safety will provide the PSI UPStealth solution exclusively in Alabama, Kentucky, 
Michigan, Mississippi, Ohio, Tennessee and West Virginia. 

About PSI Acquisition, LLC 
PSI Acquisition, LLC. Is all about intelligent traffic solutions. They offer a variety of different control 
devices including UPS systems, controllers, control cabinets, lock systems, conflict monitors and prom 
modules. Based in the Mid-Willamette Valley of Oregon, PSI has a history dating back to 1989.  For more 
information about PSI please visit www.psi-mfg.com or call +1(503) 399-3517. 
 
About Precision Traffic and Safety Systems 
Precision Traffic and Safety Systems, LLC. is a provider of best-in-class products and solution for the 
growing demand of system-level intersection management, communications and safety for the intelligent 
transportation industry. In addition to a comprehensive line of products and solutions Precision Traffic 



     
 

and Safety Systems provides the very best product support and technical staff in the industry. For 
additional information about Precision Traffic and Safety Systems, please visit 
www.precisiontrafficsafety.com or call +1(865) 238-0888. 
 
Precision Traffic and Safety Systems and PTS are trademarks of Precision Traffic and Safety Systems, 
LLC.  All other trademarks or registered trademarks are property of their respective owners 
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